1 Introduction

1.1 Research history

For many decades, the themes of body waste, toilets, sewers, and ancient sanitation were not so pleasant research questions for academics of archaeology and ancient architecture. In the earliest publications of significant sites such as Priene, Ephesus, Miletus, Pergamum, Delos, and Pompeii, utilitarian buildings were only superficially addressed by scholars who focused on other architectural typologies for enlightening religious, commercial, or social planning and organization of a people or settlement. Most archaeologists with education in Classics entirely neglected ancient technology, the common belief being that Greeks and Romans had made a scant contribution to growth in this field, if any at all. The knowledge of ancient engineering, aqueducts and the use and evolution of water and sewerage systems was minimal, with human waste facilities such as toilets, private or public, only briefly reported and, due to the unsavoury topic, dismissed as something necessary but with no prerequisite of engineering or planning.

What can be called a ‘subconscious blindness’ to evidence appears for the first time in De Iorio, who, in 1820, when interpreting the foricae seats of the macellum of Pozzuoli, describes them as medicinal steam baths, strengthening his theory also with a reconstructive drawing. In his study of the Imperial Palace of the Palatine hill of 1913, Boni describes as an intelligent system of hydraulic water hoisting the excreta channels and sitting blocks brought to light at the lower level of the complex. The 1947 find in the Athenian agora of a mid-7th century BCE child’s potty was entirely ignored by Sir Beazley in his work on Attic pottery finds. Brumbaugh defined it as a “Greek gadget” in the chapter Mechanical Marvels of his book, and Thompson, when describing it, was unable to determine its use. For most of the 1960s and 70s, vessels for bodily functions emerging from the most important archaeological sites or portrayed on vases of the Classic period were being overlooked or given fanciful functions. Discoveries that belonged to people for daily living were considered irrelevant by conventional archaeologists for any in-depth investigation. The inadequateness of studies narrowed the knowledge of ancient urban sanitation and hygiene, thus depicting a picture of clean ancient Roman towns not faithful to the reality of life in any ancient village, suburb, town, or city, with people experiencing many noises and smells. The only exception was an article published in 1921 by Danish doctor Mygind on the ancient sanitation of Pompeii, who, without the reluctance of an archaeologist, examined for the first time the foricae and drainage system of the settlement and underlined how the sanitation of any people expresses the degree of their civilization.

In 1958 Rosen’s comprehensive synthesis of the history of public health progress, in which he addressed the social background and the evolution of diseases from antiquity to his day, became a milestone in its field. However, his research on ancient sanitation is never mentioned in any archaeological bibliography.

Isolated scientific articles were published in the late 1960s and 1980s. Scobie stressed the need to pay greater attention to the subjects of ancient Roman hygiene in one of them. His conclusive evaluation of the degree of hygiene in ancient Rome was that of it as a dirty, smelly, unsafe city with a somewhat glum life standard and habitat for its citizens, a theory also shared by Reimers in his article on those ancient sources which mention these topics.

It was not until 1991 that the dubious topic of bodily functions and their contexts was formally introduced into the academic world with Henderson’s Maculate Muse. The first scholarly text of reference in which the dynamics of Greek obscenity are told in Attic comedy, illustrating the views of the ancient Greeks on obscenity and scatology through text and ancient vase depictions. Jeffrey Henderson, The Maculate Muse: Obscene Language in Attic Comedy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991).

For example, in the 1929 publication on the Imperial Baths of Trier, Krenker mentions the foricae of the complex without any investigation of their technical workings or analysis of how they fit into the general plan. Daniel Krenker, Emil Krüger, Hans Lehmann, Hans Wachler, Die Trierer Kaiserthermen I (Augsburg: Dr. Benno Filsler Verlag, G.m.b.H., 1929).


1 This was refuted by Wilson’s research on the mechanisms of water lifting and watermills used in agriculture, which facilitated economic growth in the Hellenistic and Roman times. Andrew Wilson, ‘Machines, Power and the Ancient Economy’, JRS 92 (2002), 1–32.


3 John Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (London-New York: Oxford University Press, 1956).


It was not until the work of Neudecker in 1994 that the study on the evolution of public toilets in Imperial Roman cities gained ground\(^\text{17}\). The emphasis is on the ostentatious public facilities, the foricae of splendour, which owe their luxurious monumentality to the ambition of the elite for the welfare and visual demonstration of public accomplishment. The author analysed some of the most well-excavated ancient cities in the Mediterranean area with an improved sanitation system, explaining how the diffusion of monumental foricae was linked to changing political influences, which modified the characters, outlook, and social life of the residents of the upper classes. This change brought new attitudes toward the body and its overall functions. The approach was a step forward in analysing the bodily evacuations topic, using a unique social anthropological methodology but consciously minimising any form of technological observation and dismissing any formal typology analysis as unnecessary.

Jansen began her investigation of water systems, drainage, latrines, and foricae in Roman Italy (Hadrian’s Villa in Tivoli, Ostia, Minturnae, Pompeii, Herculanenum, and Rome) and Turkey (Ephesus) and established awareness of the relevance of understanding the sanitation history of ancient Roman cities\(^\text{13}\).

Studies about ancient sanitation followed, with approaches to specific characteristics of the subject. The first conference on ancient garbage, called Sordes Urbis, was held in 1996, with the first discussions on ancient laws relating to dirt and publicly organised cleaning systems in cities\(^\text{14}\). In the congresses on ancient hydraulics and water management, the subject was given specific areas in which relevant questions requiring discussion were finally addressed\(^\text{15}\).

Angelakis, in collaboration with various researchers over the past two decades, has published several relevant papers on latrines, foricae, and sewage in the ancient Greek world\(^\text{16}\). His interest in reusing wastewater and water management has provided interesting data on ancient sanitation, analysing material from the Minoan and Mycenaean periods. A specific approach to ancient Greek sanitation is by Antoniou\(^\text{17}\) who, together with Angelakis, has provided strong evidence on how the concept and technology of flushing toilets took place long before the Roman period\(^\text{18}\).

Bouet’s research, published in 2009, filled the gaps in the health engineering of the German and French parts of the Empire\(^\text{19}\). A comprehensive and valuable inventory of latrines and foricae in these regions. Type variations determine plans based on specific instructions, dependent factors, and customer specifications\(^\text{20}\). His idea that including internal colonnades in plans was to create space and give ‘majesté’ is unconvincing. Larger rooms were often built without using columns, and although they could be an element of luxus, this was only sometimes the case. For example, in the Macellum of Puteoli (Pozzuoli, Italy) the foricae are of a simple rectangular plan but fall in the opulent (pracht) category because of their elegant marble wall decor and decorated niches\(^\text{21}\), whilst two peristyle-type foricae of Gortyn (Crete-Greece) have none of the monumentality characteristics\(^\text{22}\).

Hobson’s Latrinæ et Foricae examines various aspects of ancient Roman sanitation related to toilets, waste and their removal, and the social impact it developed\(^\text{23}\). His work focuses mainly on the toilets of Pompeii, although there are mentioned those in other parts of the ancient world. The material is sometimes not exhaustive and slightly superficial, as some foricae in archaeological sites have no dating or historical background. It is rather a review of excavation projects without interpretative conclusions and sometimes in need of critical assessment.

Another milestone in the field of studies was the publication Roman Toilets, where, under the supervision of Jansen, Kolowski-Ostrow, and Moorman, the water infrastructure of toilets, location, architecture, and decoration were discussed, giving brilliant guidelines for original work on different features of sanitation making this an indispensable manual both for experts on the subject and for field archaeologists\(^\text{24}\).

In 2012, Bradley and Stow published a selection of papers on pollution, dirt, and sanitation in Rome, offering a fascinating insight into what the city had to deal with regarding sanitation through the centuries\(^\text{25}\).


\(^{19}\) Chapters 5 and 9.


\(^{21}\) Although not accurately excavated, no evidence of decoration has come to light or is mentioned in the archaeologists’ notes.

\(^{22}\) Barry Hobson, Latrinæ et Foricae, Toilets in the Roman World (London: Duckworth, 2009), 108.


Prominent scholar on ancient sanitation-related topics Koloski-Ostrow, in her book *The archaeology of Sanitation in Roman Italy*, analyses the evolution of sanitation in Italy in ancient Roman times and challenges common opinions on Roman social customs, beliefs about health, filth tolerance in their cities, and attitudes toward privacy. The author believes that private and public toilets are not understood as a conscious improvement of sanitisation technology by the ancient Romans but just as functional buildings. The author’s opinion is that the unpleasant character of these places created the determination to construct them away from sight. This theory applies to the foricae of the western part of the Roman world but not in the wealthy eastern provinces, where municipal authorities wanted to express their influence through well-positioned, even independent, decorated public facilities. See, for instance, those foricae in Athens, Kos, Hierapolis, or Dion.

In 2015 Camardo and Notomista published their research on the toilets of Herculaneum. Although a valuable collection of data, the number of foricae does not provide a good picture of their location in the urban context, an obstacle associated with the limited excavated area of the archaeological site.

In the same year, Mitchell edited *Sanitation, Latrines, and Intestinal Parasites in Past Populations* with approaches from various disciplines: archaeology, medicine, biology, parasitology (including paleoparasitology and archaeo-parasitology), sociology and history. The papers present a strict definition of sanitation systems, their archaeology, history, and development, some concentrating on biology and parasitology, concluding how ancient hygiene was very distant from modern western requirements.

A collection of papers and case studies on toilets and related artefacts of the North-West Provinces has very recently been published by Hoss, demonstrating the value of scientific analysis of waste in reaching some insight into food habits and diseases through the Roman users of the toilet.

Jansen, Kolosky-Ostrow and Neudecker are currently studying the ancient toilets of Rome. This research will bring together all the ancient facilities in Rome and understand whether they differ, and in what, from those in other parts of the empire.

The ancient sanitary practice has nowundeniably established its niche in archaeological research. Most archaeologists recognise the importance of understanding how people got rid of body waste and developing a functional building for this purpose. Different scientific approaches enrich our understanding of ancient everyday life, bringing new questions. The answers are gradually coming from archaeometry, bioarchaeology, paleoparasitology, and archaeobotanical studies, all sciences still relatively young and with many areas and periods still to be researched. Studying the contents of dumps, sewers, cesspits, and latrines helps explain the diet and illnesses of people from all over the ancient world, at times confirming what ancient sources wrote about the use of particular herbal remedies in one’s diet. Interestingly, Murphy’s study of archaeobotanical finds in the latrines and cesspits of an *insula* of Pompeii, or the research on the parasites located in ancient toilets, prove how despite having public sanitation, the community was not immune from diseases transmitted by faecal contamination.

### 1.2. Overview of ancient hygienic practices

Rosen’s first published research on hygiene pointed out how elders were conscious of the need to understand health-related issues, diseases, and epidemics and how to avoid them. Cleanliness, good water supply and healthy environments are highlighted by ancient sources as relevant in preventing infections and diseases. Intestinal parasites like whipworms and roundworms were known in ancient times and described by ancient doctors. Mitchell suggests how the taste for *garum*, fermented fish sauce, probably facilitated the diffusion of a particular tapeworm throughout the Roman Empire via commercial ventures.

Toward the end of the archaic period, values related to social cleanliness, filth and body became a means of defining physical perfection and social belonging. According to Crouch “The development of water supply, water removal and drainage made dense settlement possible”. The awareness of the importance of cleanliness in everyday life and at all social levels becomes an organ of differentiation in the public realm: the need to keep public areas clean becomes a way for the authorities to...

---

30 Jansen, 2020, 211.
33 Mitchell, 2015.
34 Rosen, 1958.
take control of their image and status. Although there was no scientific recognition of the transmission of disease through poor sanitation, there was an awareness of the need for cleanliness rules in the city. In the 5th century BCE, public administration was intensely concerned with maintaining order and enforcing the law. An inscription found in the port of Thasos, dating to this time, contains provisions on construction regulations, responsibilities for street cleaning and the many penalties for non-compliance. Maintenance of private property and an adequate standard of cleanliness of the street fell upon the individual owners, and it was prohibited to accumulate or throw dung in the middle of the town’s main streets, the penalty being a hefty fine to pay to the council. The responsibility of the epistatæi, the authority for specific public works, was to take care once a month of the significant street cleaning work and care for the toilets and their sewage, ensuring that their covers were waterproof.

In Athens, amongst the functions of the astynomoi, the civic magistrates who looked after the public and private properties of the city was ensuring κοπρολογοί (refuse collectors) cleaned the fouled districts, not leaving ordure within ten stades of the city. Families also called these ‘cleaners’ to collect and dispose of rubbish and clean the cesspits in homes, inferring that human waste was an issue and a complication to be taken care of. Inscription IG II 380 from Pireus dating back to 320 BCE has been reconstructed as a behavioural code prohibiting people from defecating in the agora and along the city streets. Using the streets must have been something happening with some regularity if even Aristotle notices how Athens and Pireus streets are kept clean from corpses and all kinds of excrement, and Gross references to the building of public toilets to keep the cities clean. The so-called Astynomoi Pergamei, probably a 2nd century CE re-edition of a 2nd century BCE law, supervised all that concerned the public roads and established the locations for statutory waste dumps. Zuchtriegel argues that if, in the original document, the Attalid king requires one to keep public toilets clean, it certifies their presence already in the Hellenistic age of the city.

In Rome, at the time of Augustus, the population was roughly one million. The city’s central drain, the Cloaca Maxima, had been draining water since the 7th century BCE. Originally an open-air canal, it carried off the collected waters of the Velabrum, a low valley connecting the Forum with the Forum Boarium and the Capitoline Hill with the western slope of the Palatine Hill. There were many branches of the central sewer, but all appeared to be ‘official’ drains servicing foriæ, baths, and other public buildings. Private residences in Rome relied on sewage treatment pits or emptied their vessels in gutters provided for this purpose. The system worked because of the continuous flow of wastewater coming from fountains and baths. In the Lex Iulia Municipalis of the 1st century BCE, the plostra stercoris, carts driven by the stercorearii (dung collectors), could come into town to collect human and animal excrement even during the daytime when all other transport on wheels was not allowed. The estimated daily production of human waste was about 50,000 kg, so it was necessary to enable carts to circulate for removal regularly. Some citizens disposed of their dung directly in the Tiber, making it an open sewer. Many ancient sources refer to human waste sold by the stercorearii to the farmers who used it as fertilizer for their crops, causing the proliferation of pathogens reintroduced into the human environment by the soil’s produce. Although the authorities took care to remove the filth from people’s streets and homes, it was nonetheless a health hazard. Human garbage on the banks of the Tiber could contaminate the water. Galen, Pergamei physician of Marcus Aurelius, Commodus and Septimius Severus, acknowledges how fish were of better quality upstream rather than downstream of the Cloaca Maxima.

The rules and statutes did not prevent citizens from disregarding the law; when necessary, even adequate health precautions for the community’s general well-being were recognized. Graffiti like the one in Pompeii enunciating “Cacator sic valeas/ut tu hoc locum transeas” (“Shit with comfort and good cheer, so long
as you do not do it here") or Trimalchio stating in the Satyricon: “Praeponam enim unum ex libertis sepulcro meis custodiæ causæ, ne in monumentum meum cacetum curra” (“I am appointing one of the freedmen to take care of the tomb and prevent the common people from running up and defiling it”), or if some building owners planted nettles in these popular spots where disobedient citizens would evacuate, are all clear indicators of how frequently, when nature called, some individuals would not waste time seeking a faeces. Petronius warns people to be careful walking the streets of the city, especially at night, as one could be hit by human waste thrown from the windows of people’s homes.

In the first half of the 1st century CE, medical encyclopedist Aulus Cornelius Celsus wrote his six-volume De Medicina, of which the part about diet, pharmacy, and surgery in early Imperial Rome has survived to this day. He presented the medicine of Hippocrates to the Romans and recommended various kinds of baths, massages, hygiene, and dietary rules in his detailed health advice. He analysed at length the diseases of the stomach, concluding that it was better to keep the bowels open through diet rather than purgatives, yet never referring to places in which to evacuate. Celsus recommended visiting the Baths various times for good health. Kolowski-Ostrow concludes that ‘Celsus and the other good doctors’ never suggested using public toilets as places to go to for health reasons, which could be because they were not salubrious places. Perhaps they are not mentioned because sending patients to baths meant they were using public facilities there.

In recent years studies on the senses have opened a new field of interest on how in antiquity people perceived odours and perfumes, revealing how they did not feel any disgust with various smells and sights objectionable by contemporary standards. As Porter states: ‘Today’s history comes deodorised’. Our extreme sensitivity is a recent phenomenon linked with a slow but gradual sophistication in manners that started in the Renaissance and reached modern times, causing scholars to depict an altered reality of everyday life. In antiquity, many smells were inevitable, with exceedingly pungent smells particular to definite exercises, like tanneries, fullonicae and companies producing garum (fish sauce), required to have their trade in specific areas where the penetrating smells were less perceptible. In faeces, scented oils and herbs were used, and archaeological evidence from Alexandria of Egypt shows that ash was used to neutralise the excreta stink in the sewer channels below the toilet seats, a practice probably used in many places and still used today in rural settlements. Studies on the social relevance of smell and the role that culture plays in how it is interpreted are relatively recent. Sense of smell is recognised as a social phenomenon with specific meanings and values for different cultures in different historical periods. Studies on hygiene, sacred customs, sexuality, and culinary practices have addressed the importance of smell in antiquity. Bradley explored how this sense contributes to our perceptions of ancient life by playing an active part in a wide range of domains and activities: medicine and philosophy, religion, botany and natural history, erotic literature, urban planning, sanitation, social life such as dining and festivals, satire, and comedy. Greek and Roman authors often associate odours affecting their senses with the social, political, and cultural position of the people and environments they encounter. For example, Aristotle, to the synergies, characterisations, and judgements, Martial to the olentes (those who smell) of Rome or Galen who believed smell spread contagion quickly.

The stink was removed through adequate drainage and sewer infrastructure. In the 4th century BCE, with Hippodamian city planning, many settlements were provided with a capillary distribution of water channels, drains and sewers under the streets and houses. Examples of installations found in Olynthus are evidence of private toilets at this time.

Rising attention to waste introduces the need for a distinct communal architectural design of a public facility to be used simultaneously by more than one person and all sitting next to each other. In Roman times their diffusion reached every part of the Empire, some possessing a capacity of 60/70 people and with sumptuous decorations of excellent quality. They became a symbol of local elite authority and dynamic public identity, a consolidated piece of urban infrastructure endorsed by all levels of society.
1.3. Latrina and forica: terminology

Ancient Greek and Latin writers used a variety of words to define restrooms. Thedenant gave a list at the beginning of the 20th century in the Dictionnaire des antiquités grecques et romaines90. Ancient Greek authors referred to them in many ways91, but the contexts in which they are mentioned imply that they were of the private type, never public multi-seaters. Latin sources used latrina, secessus, sella, lasanum, and of later date necessarium72 to describe toilets. The preferred word was latrina when referring to a private toilet or when generically expressing its concept as a place73. The only author who added to latrina the adjective publica because he was referring to a public toilet was Suetonius in an anecdote on how poet Lucanus showed his disrespect for emperor Nero in a public facility74.

The term forica is only found in the Satyras by Juvenal when he refers to the activities of the ambitious new Roman politicians, whom he despises, and how they are constantly focused on contracting new public work projects amongst which toilets (conducunt foricas)75. The context is that of a public type. Etymologically forica derives from the word foria, which the Roman grammar

90 With transliteration: ananka, aphedron; apopator; aphodos; hedra, hipnos, koproduchos.
91 Only Aristophanes in Plutus, there is a reference which could be connected to a public facility when the priest complains to Chemyslus about how nobody went anymore to the temple to take offerings but only to use it as a place to relieve themselves. Rather than specifying a building, it seems to refer to open areas, maybe dumps, where people defecate when nature calls. Aristophanes, Plutus, 1184. http://data.perseus.org. (Accessed 3/7/2016).
93 Suetonius writes how it becomes a crime to wear a ring or carry coins with the emperor’s profile on them when using the toilet under such acts as these were regarded as capital crimes: to beat a slave near the temple who was condemned, this kind of accusation gradually went so far that even the 20th century in the 4th (or 5th) century CE, explains as stercora liquida (liquid bowel movements)⁷⁶. From forica derives foricarius a contract person appointed by the authorities to look after the forica⁷⁷.

In a recent study, Calvigioni argues that the use of the term latrina for private installations and forica for public installations should be corrected. It is only scholarly and modern for researchers to distinguish between the two types⁷⁸. In her work, the author also discusses how the word forica is intended more as a public sewer than a public toilet itself⁷⁹, concluding that using latrina is more objective and ‘describing the place without too many implications’⁸⁰. From an architectural point of view, if the word forica means public cloaca (sewer)⁸¹, it better describes a place where a long section of public sewer was necessary to accommodate more than one or two people on seats above it⁸². In this way, it more appropriately describes a public facility, where latrina needs the adjective publica or the circumstances made clear by the text to become a synonym of the same place⁸³. Therefore, in this study, forica is the term of choice to define any installation with several seats accessible to many people.

1.4. The question of gender use in foricae

Until relatively recent times, research on the lives of women in ancient Greece and Rome was done through the surviving sources, all written by men. As a result, nearly everything we knew about Roman women was filtered through the lens of how Roman men viewed them, mainly in the context of remarkable events to reinforce dominant ideologies about women’s weaknesses/roles and the corresponding rights of men. Up to recently, civic spaces were all male coded. However, material evidence, primarily epigraphy and iconography⁸⁴, shows that the definition of particular places as gendered must be corrected. Multi-perspective studies in ancient urban planning devalue the dichotomy of ‘public’ and ‘private’

⁷² See the different derivatives in Silvia Calvigioni, ‘Latrina pubbliche nel mondo romano. Alcune osservazioni sulla terminologia e sul caso di Ostia Antica’, ArchIt. LXIX (2018): 811–834. Specifically, 818. Already in the 1st century CE Varro, in De Re Rust. 2.3.5, used the term foria it to define an unspecified disease of cattle, which is translated by successive authors as diarrhoea, James Noel Adams, Pelagonius and Latin Veterinary Terminology in the Roman Empire, Studies in Ancient medicine 11 (Leiden/New York/Köln, E.J. Brill, 1995), 331.
⁷³ Juv., Sat., 3.36–40: ‘..munera nunc eund et, versus pollice vulgus quem tabet, occidunt populariter; inde reversi conducunt foricas, et car non omnia, cum sint quales ex humili magna ad fastigia rerum extollit quotiens voluit Foricae incerti’ (‘...today they hold shows of their own and win applause by slaying with a turn of the thumb, whomsoever the mob bids them slay; from that they go back to contract for cesspools, and why not for any kind of thing, seeing that they are of the kind that Fortune raises from the gutter to the mighty places of earth whenever she wishes to enjoy a laugh?’). Translation: G.G. Ramsey, https://www.tertullian.org/).
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spaces, observing that many public places host dynamic multifunctional activities that automatically interweave gender and class85. Despite the legal, ideological and cultural limitations, women have played a vital role in the Roman economy, not only as a part of the workforce but also as entrepreneurs86. Women were involved and essential in the maintenance of the organized community of Rome and the Empire87. Some women appeared as public benefactors and sponsors between the 1st and 2nd centuries CE. During the Antonine period, they were commemorated by public statues and inscriptions of buildings, in most of the cities of Italy and the Western Provinces88. In the Baths of Lepcis, an inscription bearing the name of Eirene, a benefactor in the time of the emperor Commodus, is an example of public recognition89. Some ancient sources speak of women at Roman Forum events as gladiators or spectators of games90; places are often referred to as used by children and women. Lower-class women worked as cooks, bartenders and waitresses in stores and in markets as saleswomen91. Freedwomen or slaves were actual officinatores (brick makers); some were businesswomen, owners of brick factories or importers of goods92.

An activity that played an essential text in shaping the role of space and negotiating gender was bathing; ancient texts and art suggest that baths appealed to all, regardless of their wealth, colour, creed, or gender. Mixed baths were unpopular in the Republic; plans show how many baths were built with two separate sections, one for women and one for men, to accommodate all. In the Imperial times when, under emperor Claudius in the 1st century CE, most baths had developed a new architectural idea of a gender-free establishment by building only one set of rooms, not two separate sections93. Given the dominant atmosphere of nudity at the baths, whether complete or partial, the attested bathing between men and women first shocked many conservative sensibilities94. However, although not to everyone’s liking, women are cited in the literature using baths with men at least up to the 4th century CE95. Later, although some Christian sources criticised and condemned the public bathing of women96, it never stopped being widespread among all different classes, proving that most people did not care or were not bothered by this type of activity97. Bathhouses were inclusive, not exclusive, the epitome of democratic institutions and ideas. Recent studies by Whitmore on small artefacts confirm this and provide critical data on the social atmosphere of Roman baths98. These objects, found in drains and sewers, testify to the presence of women and children in military baths during the Roman Empire, suggesting that they were always a significant component of these environments. Although examining toilet sewer stratigraphy does not always provide precise information about the users99, it is interesting to note how the same primary activities—adornment, bathing, eating, and drinking, were performed by men and women (and likely children) in every bath examined by the scholar100.
How should the use of foricae by women be considered in this context? The assumption that the intimate and essential toilets for women were only in areas where it was respectable for them to linger is outdated\(^1\). As in many other cases in everyday life, there were no general guidelines or regulations; toilet use varied depending on the situation. When the presence of women was recognised, it followed that it had to be possible for them to have access to public facilities irrespective of gender. Although it may not have been well-viewed to see women in these public amenities, or maybe they did not want to be seen in certain places, it was inevitable that one had to take care of the call of nature. The needs of the body are not gendered. The location and accessibility of the urban space differed according to activities and events\(^2\). If women were in a public zone for work, festivals, or entertainment, they should have access to foricae. In those complexes, where two rooms were used as foricae, it is commonly thought that one would be for men and the other for women. However, other explanations are possible. For example, it could be that due to the significant number of people at the complex, it was necessary to provide a fair number of toilets for all or, as in the case of the Hellenistic Baths in Egypt (Tell Har, Buto), because the baths offered different programmes for visitors to take part in\(^3\). Another hypothesis is that, as in the baths of Karnak, they were serving a diverse pool of people, one for customers and one open to the streets\(^4\).

If gender bathing rules vary by region, period, particular bathhouses, or a matter of personal choice\(^5\), it can be stated that the same can be said for public toilets.

1.5. Why this book?

The work provides the first complete review of peristyle foricae\(^6\). It advances the knowledge on ancient sanitation with its analysis of catalogue data\(^7\) and with the research of the three study cases examined: Kos, Lepcis Magna\(^8\) and Gortyn.

The independent and free-standing forica of Kos (Greece)\(^9\) is the most opulent with its incredible decorative apparatus. Built probably between the end of the 2nd and beginning of the 3rd century CE, it is the finest and most monumental peristyle type so far excavated, with many distinguishing elements that place it into Neudecker’s rank of pracht, expensively embellished with sculpture, mosaics, and frescoes. The building was excavated by archaeologist Luigi Morricone in 1936 and submitted to an extensive anastylosis. This complex monument needed a comprehensive review process\(^10\). It was not just an ancient building; the anastylosis turned it into something ‘new’, representing 20th-century fascist propaganda with imperialist overtones. Peeling off the layers of the building brought to the surface questions to which only a new in-depth analysis with comparative research could provide the answers.

The two other case studies, the foricae in the Hadrianic Baths of Lepcis Magna (Libya)\(^11\) and those of Gortyn (Crete-Greece), are relevant examples to confirm the growth and continuity of this specific typology of a public building in insular Greece and North Africa. Those of the Hadrianic Baths in Lepcis Magna are important in the context of monumental peristyle foricae connected architecturally to a Bath complex in the Roman provinces.

The three foricae of Gortyn (Crete) are all in the Prætorium area and date to different centuries (2nd, 3rd, and 4th centuries CE). It is unusual to encounter so many in such a limited area\(^12\). Of the three, only one, the Latrina important details (if any), and an essential bibliography with information and reference to the plan of each toilet. Difficulties were encountered in data collection. Many sites had poorly referenced sanitary-related data; in some, the early excavators had given extravagant definitions and functions to the rooms; some are no longer visible due to poor conservation or because the areas have been reclaimed by nature over the decades. The catalogue provides invaluable data for advancing knowledge of the public facilities. With new excavations, materials will need to be kept up to date. Nevertheless, it is a good starting point for each public toilet’s essential bibliography, dating, location and plans (where possible).

The delicate political situation in Libya allowed only a brief visit to the archaeological area in 2014. Providentially most of the original research evidence is in the Archives of the University of Macerata, where the late Professor Di Vita granted me access and use of data for this research.

The Director of the Italian Archaeological School, Emanuele Papi, authorised research of all the material in the School archives for this study. I would also like to remember the late Antonio Di Vita, the director when this research began many years ago.


These monumental foricae of the 2nd century CE in a Roman province of significant prosperity and importance, were fully excavated in 1927 and described in Renato Bartocci, Le Terme di Lepcis (Bergamo: Istituto italiano di arti grafiche, 1929).

Another interesting example is in the Kom el Dikka area in Alexandria Egypt, discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

---

Military Baths of Weißenburg (Germany), Dover shore Fort baths (UK), Silchester public Baths (UK), Red House Baths (UK), Castell Collen (UK), Ribchester (UK) and Republican baths (Italy).

\(^{105}\) Neudecker, 1994, 64.

\(^{106}\) Trümper, 2015, 302.

\(^{107}\) Fournet, 2013, 260.


\(^{110}\) What was consolidated of this plan type were general concepts masterfully expressed by Richard Neudecker in his 1994 publication where the focus was on the distinguishing characteristic of prestige (pracht) of ancient public toilet facilities. Other scholars, over the years have simply reprocessed his ideas in describing the typology.

\(^{111}\) The only existing inventories were in Neudecker (Neudecker 1994) and Bouet (Bouet 2009). Neudecker included only those he analysed in his research and of the pracht typology. Bouet published a complete catalogue of those in the Northern Provinces with a classification system based on sewage characteristics. Not valid for plan determination as the number of drains present is not a forica’s distinguishing factor but more a choice caused by the water supply and the sewer infrastructure available. The inventory published here is of essential data of all known foricae, like geographical area, location, date, plan type, decorative features, and with
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porticata, was published after its excavation\textsuperscript{113} but not
counterized in the study of hygienic facilities, whilst
the other two, named by the archaeologists \textit{vano} 19 and
\textit{vano} 23, have only been superficially investigated\textsuperscript{114}.

For the first time, this study addresses the architectural
framework and the construction analysis of foricae\textsuperscript{115}. The
developmental stages of a building shed much light on the
quantitative and qualitative analysis of what remains but
to date, the focus of academics has been on buildings on
a much larger scale\textsuperscript{116}, with the idea that the architectural
planning of smaller ones was somewhat less problematic
because of the amount and size of construction materials
necessary\textsuperscript{117}. The analysis of the process of building a
forica has highlighted the complexities of planning and
the technological challenges associated with the location,
design and demand of water and sewer systems. A well-
defined example of a smaller building needed accurate
project assessments and supervision before and during
construction, indicating how the building is a process
which contains variables independent of the structure’s
size.

In closing, one last observation. It is inevitable to cover
aspects previously analysed and acknowledged by others,
and some information in this book is already well-known
and may appear redundant. However, what was included
was deemed necessary to provide a clear picture of the
topics covered and to supplement the analysis of the
conclusions of this work.

\textsuperscript{113} Enzo Lippolis, ‘Settore C’, in \textit{Gortina V3. Lo scavo del Pretorio
389–513.

\textsuperscript{114} Past interference in the 1970s also undermines existing information
about their soil levels. \textit{Vano} 19 was also part of a simple \textit{anastylosis}
project in 1990 when professor Di Vita decided to re-erect the four
peristyle columns.

\textsuperscript{115} See History of studies in this chapter.

\textsuperscript{116} The importance of understanding the details of a building under
construction was first emphasized by DeLaine for the Baths of Caracalla
in Janet DeLaine, ‘The Baths of Caracalla: A study in the design,
construction, and economics of large-scale building projects in imperial

\textsuperscript{117} Brian Howard Sahotsky, \textit{The Roman Construction Process: building
the Basilica of Maxentius}, UCLA Electronic Theses and Dissertations,